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Background: Recent whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing studies have identified many 
chromatin-associated proteins and transcription factors as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) risk factors. 
Among them, TCF20 is one of the highest-ranking candidate autism risk genes in the SFARI Gene 
resource. Since 2014, more than 70 individuals with TCF20 pathogenic variant alleles were reported 
exhibiting prominent neurologic symptoms, including autistic features, developmental delay/intellectual 
disability (DD/ID), hypotonia and movement disorders. TCF20 encodes a transcriptional co-regulator 
structurally related to RAI1, the dosage-sensitive gene responsible for Smith-Magenis syndrome and 
Potocki-Lupski syndrome. The function of TCF20 in brain development and the mechanism by which 
disruption of TCF20 causes autism are largely unknown. Because the majority of the pathogenic 
variations reported were nonsense and frameshift mutations, we hypothesize that loss of function 
variations in TCF20 lead to impaired neuronal development that underlie the ASD-like phenotypes. 

  

Materials/Methods: To determine whether Tcf20 haploinsufficiency in mice recapitulates the symptoms 
seen in patients, we characterized a Tcf20 heterozygous mouse model using a full battery of behavioral 
assays inspired by the reported patient phenotypes. We also implemented molecular and cellular 
analyses to determine the expression pattern and neuronal function of TCF20 in the mouse brain and 
primary neurons. 

  

Results: Here we show that mice heterozygous for Tcf20 mutations manifest ASD-like behavioral 
characteristics including reduced anxiety, altered social behaviors, and sensorimotor gating 
abnormalities. Molecular and cellular analyses revealed that TCF20 protein specifically expresses in the 
neurons throughout the mouse brain, and reduced expression of TCF20 leads to lower Bdnf expression 
and synaptic density in cultured hippocampal primary neurons. 

  

Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate a critical role for TCF20 in neuronal and synaptic development 
and establish causality between loss of function in the Tcf20 gene and the genesis of autistic-like 
behaviors in mice. 

 


